No More Deaths is a grassroots organization that relies on the support of individuals and allied organizations across the country to sustain our work. You may support us through:

**FINANCIAL DONATIONS**
All contributions are tax deductible. You can donate on our website, or make checks out to UUCT / No More Deaths and mail them to P.O. Box 40782, Tucson, AZ 85717. Contact fundraising@nomoredeaths.org to donate stocks, bonds, and endowed gifts or to make a planned gift through a will, life insurance, retirement policy or donor advised fund.

**MATERIAL DONATIONS**
We gladly accept new or gently used sneakers, hiking boots, athletic socks, men’s jeans, shirts, jackets and backpacks; Ace bandages, blister-care and foot-care supplies, other medical supplies; canned food, energy bars, and Gatorade. Contact logistics@nomoredeaths.org to arrange a material donation.

**Contact Us**

www.nomoredeaths.org
facebook.com/nomoredeaths
twitter.com/nomoredeaths
instagram.com/nomoredeaths

**PHONE**
520-333-5699

**EMAIL**
action@nomoredeaths.org

**MAIL**
No More Deaths
P.O. Box 40782
Tucson, AZ 85717

**SEARCH & RESCUE HOTLINE**
520-585-5881

**VOLUNTEERING**
520-307-7379
volunteer@nomoredeaths.org

**FUNDRAISING**
520-333-5699, ext. 702
fundraising@nomoredeaths.org

**MEDIA**
520-240-1641
media@nomoredeaths.org

**ARIVACA HUMANITARIAN AID OFFICE**
520-398-3093
phparivaca@gmail.com

**AJO HUMANITARIAN AID OFFICE**
theajosamaritans@gmail.com

No More Deaths is a ministry of the Unitarian Universalist Church of Tucson.

No Más Muertes

Is a humanitarian aid organization based in southern Arizona.

Our mission is to end the death and suffering of migrants and refugees in the U.S.- Mexico border region.
Since the mid-1990s, as a result of US immigration policies and border enforcement practices, at least 7,000 men, women, and children have died trying to cross the US-Mexico border. We seek an end to this catastrophe through civil initiative: people of conscience working openly and in community to uphold fundamental human rights. Every year, we mobilize hundreds of volunteers to support our projects in the desert borderlands, Mexico, and Tucson.

Desert Aid

No More Deaths maintains a year-round humanitarian presence in the deserts of southwestern Arizona. We work in the remote corridors into which migration has been pushed, where people are walking 30 to 80 miles. Volunteers hike the trails and leave water, food, socks, blankets, and other supplies. Under the direction of our medical team, volunteers provide emergency first-aid treatment to individuals in distress.

Aid in Mexico

In the northern Sonoran towns of Altar, Caborca, Sonoyta, and Sasabe, we work with migrant shelters to supply food, clothing and medical aid for migrants. In Nogales, we collaborate with Kino Border Initiative to provide phone calls to migrants’ loved ones, first aid to deportees, northbound migrants, and those seeking asylum, and an informal check-cashing service for those deported with an uncashable prison check.

Documenting and Denouncing Abuse

Volunteers document abusive practices by Border Patrol towards people crossing the US-Mexico border. The Abuse Documentation working group is currently working on a three-part report series titled Disappeared: How US Border Enforcement Agencies are Fueling a Missing Persons Crisis. The first two reports in the series Chase and Scatter: Deadly Apprehension Methods (2016) and Interference with Humanitarian Aid (2018) have been released. A third and final report will document government non-response for reported emergencies involving people crossing the border.

Searching for the Disappeared

Many people are looking for family members and loved ones who have gone missing while crossing the border. In some cases, they know that the person was left behind in the desert, or they know the person was detained by Border Patrol. In other cases, they have received no information at all. No More Deaths operates a 24-7 missing persons emergency hotline. We are able to search the immigrant detention system as well as mobilize search teams if Border Patrol and local law enforcement do not respond. Our Search & Rescue Hotline is (520) 585-5881.

Personal Items Recovery

We work with incarcerated and deported migrants and their families to help recover personal belongings from U.S. Border Patrol, which would otherwise be lost. We pick them up, safeguard them and mail them home.

Keep Tucson Together – Community Immigration Legal Clinic

A free weekly legal clinic, Keep Tucson Together meets at various community locations, helps community members applying for status or facing deportation, assisting with legal paperwork and the immigration court process. Keep Tucson Together also works with the national sanctuary movement to give sanctuary to those facing removal and to stop the raids and deportations.

Supporting Borderlands Communities

In coalition with People Helping People, a grassroots campaign in Arivaca, Arizona, we support the Arivaca Humanitarian Aid Office, which offers resources and organizing space to borderlands-community residents. Together with the Ajo Samaritans and a coalition of aid organizations, we also support humanitarian aid projects in the West Arizona desert, including at the Ajo Humanitarian Aid Office. In addition, we work with allied organizations in border communities to resist militarization and criminalization in the borderlands.